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XAVIER · UNIVERSITY UBRARY 
:SOGIAL-. SCIENCES Cl ns um~ [) ' '"' 
~To K~f!P You ~ellas Alive. 
BU~get Bolsters S'eCUrity Potency 
!l:J!if"""' • --..i . 
· ........ ic~f- \ ~-~;:.--'--·>kl. "To keep you fellows alove!" is It is Mr. Turner's opinion that, ~ ( ~-· ,.. . . the primary objective of the Xavier "Cost can;t be measured in terms of ~ · ,.,,iii·l:i."' · ·C':- i · University Security Force personal assault. If one a_ssault is 
according to Mr. Edward Tumer, prevented by increased lighting 
Chief of Seeurity and a 27 year then the money. has been well 
veteran of the Cincinnati Police spent." The -steps taken are 
Department. A 90% increase in the designed to be preventative 
budget alloted to Security is one of measures. The protection of 
the important steps that has· been property follows close on the heels 
taken to realize this objective. of personal security as the aims of 
· The increased budget for' the Security 'F<?rce. The · proposed 
Security means that Xavier now lighting in the North Campus 
has lighting in several areas for the Parking Lot, Mr. Turner feels will 
first time, almost instant cut down on the number of thefts 
communication . among the there. •• 
Security Force members through ·Pat Nally, Dean of Students, 
the use of the Page-Boy walkie- cited several reasons for the need of 
talkie system, its own uniformed security on campus the 
and equipped guards, a station protection of individual members 
wagon for the Security Force to of the Xavier community, 
patrol the campus and respond to especially the co-eds·, and security 
'emergencies, and, most important, as 'a deterant to vandalism and 
Security Chief Ed Tumer around-the-clock security. .~estruction of property. Rod Sheer, 
Coffey Amendi:nent Pushes 
For Frosh ·class Changes 
Freshman Class this year. Officers 
of the ~ther three classes would 
finish out their terms as such. 
Dean of Student Affairs, noted the Security on the X.U. campus is 
increased enrollment in night taken seriously by the 
school, the co-eds living on campus, 
and the increase in the number of Administration and the Security 
bomb threats across the country as Force. After a guard at the Coka-
several reasons for the significant Cola plant was shot at, the campus 
increase in security at X. U. · guards on the second and third 
In terms of the destruction of shift were armed with revolvers. 
university property across the Explained Mr. Turner, "You .c~n't 
nation Pat Nally, speaking for the put a,, man out there as _a s1tt~ng 
Office of Student Affairs said duck. The guards are bemg 
"Terrorists are hitting in a~ trained and are strictly under Mr. 
almost selective patte~, small Turner's orders. 
colleges. In choosing smaller, less Much of the work of the Security 
known colleges the terrorists are Force is the kind that few people 
trying to capitalize on the will be consciously aware of 
unpreparedness of the institution-everyday - most of it is designed 
and the psychological backlash to be preventative measures. Thus 
internally in the university and. the comment made by Sophomore 
externally in the community." It is Jim Lindhorst on security seems 
a pattern that the Office of Student apropos, "I haven't really noticed it 
Affairs is very concerned about; - I haven't been jumped yet." 
A proposed ammendment to the 
Student Government Constitution 
conceming class representation 
.highlighted ·, ~- the October 21 
meeting, 
Introduced by Mike Coffey at the 
request of a group of several 
Freshman, the proposal calls for a 
change from President1 Vice-
.President and representatives to a 
Class Council of seven 
·representatives. 
Freshman. Class representatives 
were pushing for the quick passage 
of the proposal so that the 
Freshman Class could begin to 
organize itself. 
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However, Dan Costello noted 
Music· 'Half-a-Sixpence' Opens 
Season that all proposals which call an x u . amendment to the constitution 
must be in the hands of senators at 
Pla,yer~~ New Theatre 
least 48 hours before discussion of The Xavier University Players be best to use all of the alloted Shakespeares' "Twelfth Night" 
In part, the proposal reads, "the the proposal is allowed. The chair "Season '71" begins November 6, funds for a one-weekend run, rather follows from March 5 through 
Class Council shall be responsible ruled to suspend discussion on the with the opening of the musical than divide the costs of an March 13. This play, one of 
for all ·clas's activities and proposal until Monday, October 26. comedy "Half-A-Sixpence" orchestra, sets, royalties and lights Shakespeares most produced 
functions and they shall ·also (The results could not be printed adapted from the novel "Kipps", by for two weekends." There will be comedies, is a marvelous melange 
represent the calsa iri dealings· with· due to theNews deadline data.) H. G. Welles. "Sixpence" is· the four performances starting of madness and romance. Xaviera' 
organizations both inside and Sociai Chairman, Jim Gargaro English-cockney. version- of ·ooy- November 6, at 8:00 o'clock, production promises to offer a new 
outsidethe:University." · ·ts · l · · .., lk Saturday· November 7,.at 7:00 and twi'st, w1'th setti'ng and costumes made summary remarks mee gir, set m ~o stone. a tum-
The · proposal ·states that conceming Homecoming, stressing of-the-century Britich town. The. 10:00 o'clock, arid Sunday• based on todays "unisex" fashions. 
representatives shall be elected that the social program at Xavier play features Denny Horton as November 8• at 8:00 o'clock: Capping the on-campus season 
from the class at large and the was not in jeopardy. He stated that Artie Kipps, and Margaret Hill as Othe~ chara~ters 1~ the from April 23 through May 2 will 
seven candidates receiving the he would have · information Anne, the girl he marries. p~oduction are Sid, Huggins and be "Potpourri", an evening of 
most votes in each class will concerning the Chicago concert at Unlik~ P!erce, played by G9:ry McGurk, student written, acted, directed, 
represent their respective classes future meetings. previous years, Tim. Bullard and Rick H~lben. and designed productions in the 
"Sixpence" will run one weekend Their female counterparts will b 
on the Executive Council. . ~ Arena theatre. This presentation 
. . ·- Dennis Eckart, . trea~urer, o?ly .. Accordin~ to. David" A played by Cathy Kvapil, Jood1 will serve to fulfill degree 
Coffey was quick to pomt out reported that there still exists a Siegfried, technical director, the Meeker Peggy Schneider and Julie . t d h Id 
that this proposed amendment, if debt of $2,000.00 payable to the Players felt that due to financial Aylesw~rthy. requiremen s ~ s ou • 
approved' Would. affect only the University. cutbacks by the University it would Th· 1 · · 11 t d ther~fore, demand the best of e P ay ?ngina Y s ar~e Xavier's talent. 
i;::=====================================:::;'.l·ITommy Steele m both the English . . . 
· and American productions, and the In a~d1tio~, Xa er will present 
The News and its Critics Broadway prodcution was hailed two children s p y4 at the Taft 
D A b . d p 1 d Th • p O by Newsweek as "a pound of Auditorium in co junction with the OeS ny 0 Y . rOO r_ee ,tS aper f Pleasure'.~ Cincinnati Children'~ Theatre and 
Following "Half-A:Sixpence" the Junior Leagu~. ~n March 8 
by ERIC WENTZ News) _ "changes in approch in example, he noted that "In doing 
·In this, the first of a series of coverage, treatment, and awfully so, ~t caters to. the .same cliente~e ~y 
faculty criticisms of the Xavier . . which the news is made. This is 
News, I began my interview with big ch~nges,, techmcally and something the X.U. community is 
Mr. Leonard by asking his general mechanically. very, very much aware of." He 
fmpressions of the Xavier News. More specifically, Mr. Leonard contented that this situation is not 
His response was "There have been noted that the nature of news like likely to change since there is a' 
big changes in the News since I X.U.'s is similar to that of most small clique of studentl' who, 
first was involved with it ten years other college newspapers in that it almost by necessity, make up the 
ago." (Mr. Leonard was an caters to a very small clientele. In entire staff. "They're the same 
associate editor for the X.U. the case of the Xavier News, for people who are in Student Council. 
A News Questionnaire 
The editOrlal staff of the Xavier News is concerned 
with how our readers are reacting to the various 
aspects of cur format. If you are interested in pro-
posing suggestions that might improve the quality· of 
our publication, please answer the following ques-
tions and ·return them through the campus mail to 
the Xavier News. 
1. What, do you like most about the News? What do you like 
least? 
2. Do you think the News is representative of the views of the 
student body? 
3. Do you think the news articles cover topics of most immediate 
interest to the student body? Do you think the News high-
lights enough activities at other area colleges? 
~· Do you find the faculty columns informative? interesting? 
What do you think of the regular student columnists? 
5. Should the· News be a "student" newspaper or a "university" 
newspaper? 
Consequently the news is being 
covered by the same people who 
make it.'' 
When asked his opinion of News 
priorities, Mr. Leonard noted that 
the paper was doing a good job in 
attempting to appeal to the student 
body as a whole. However, he 
contended that much of the matter. 
bears a "Student Council 
viewpoing." Again, he observed 
that this was the result of the 
paper's inevitably being run by a 
small "in" group. 
More favorably, Mr. Leonard 
noted that, insofar as 
communicating information is 
concerned, X.U. News coverage· 
could in no way ~ criticized."· 
Referring to its coverage of the 
results of certain departmental 
decisions of the past, Mr. Leonard 
complimented its staff contending 
that "The coverage was 
crystalline." 
By way of a contrasting failure 
on the staff's part, however, Mr. 
Leonard noted that little attempt 
(Continued on page 3) 
and· playing December 4 through th~ough 12 the Taft ~ll ~ost ~?·000 
December · 13 is Kenneth H. childre~. and the. mus~cal Tom 
Brown's .-"Brig", the searing story Sawyer .. 
of the controversy of life in a "M~ Friend the_,Fox" will follow, 
Marine Corp prison stockade. dunng the week ~f.May 3. 
Margaret Hill, as she appeared in he.r recent appearance on the 
Nick Clooney Show. She will play the female lead role of Anne 
in the X.U. Play~rs production "Half-A-Sixpence" running 
November 8, 7, 8. 
,, 
' ~"' 
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· l"'t.~lters to ll1<~ E<litor 
'I Am Grieved' 
Publiahed w.eldy durins th• achool year Hcept durins vacation and naminalil!n pmoda by Xavier Univenity, Hamilton Coun_&y, Dear Editor: 
Evan1lon, CinciMali, Ohio 45207. ta.00 per year. 
Whoever copied from a recent issue of FAX the article on faculty 
i...._:::En:;;;&tted;.:;.;..;:u;;..::...,;;;:;n:;;.d .;;cla;;;.;u;;;..;ma;;;;;;.;;t1er;;...;Oc.;;1o;.;.ber~.;.:.••..;;1.;..;94;.;.s"'."a_t th.;..;_• _Poat __ om_ce_u_r_c_incin_n_a_li._O_hio_. _u_nd_•_th_•_A_ct_or_M_ardl __ a._1_m_._. ___ changes for this current academic year, which appeared on p. 1 of the 
Getting Vour Money's Worth 
If you are a truly committed (committed-
to-buy) Xavier University Undergraduate 
Day School Student, then you should 
have among yo"Qr other prized 
possessions a 2 X 3 piece of plastic 
adorned with a 11/2 X 1 fuzzy photo - it's 
your student identification card. 
Thought that it was only good on 
campus, didn't you? Were sure that you 
could use it for reduced rates on x.u. 
football and basketball games, weren't 
you? Knew that it was required f~r 
eligibility to vote in student and other 
such elections, correct? Discovered 
(eventually) that it was needed· to take 
books out of the library, eh? Found out 
(even if too late) that you could obtain 
your Annual free of charge with it, right? 
And, yet, you still are'nt sure that it was 
worth the five dollar purchase price? 
Well, if you are as yet searching for a 
way to get your. money's worth, make a 
note: The Manhattan Pregnancy 
Advisory Service of New York City is 
making it possible for you to get cut-rate 
abortions. 
"The doctors have agreed to reduce 
their fees for students by approximately 
15% on presentation of a student I.D. card. 
Fees are inclusive of all doctors fees, 
hospitalization, and medication: As a 
guide, $350.00 would be the cost of 
terminating a pregnancy of up to twelve 
weeks in a clinic, with costs higher if the 
Sleeping ~iant. 
The Xavier News would like to 
commend the three members of the 
. Political Science staff for their action last 
week in cancelling the senior 
comprehensive examination required for 
graduation. Our support also goes to the 
History faculty for making their 
comprehensive more reasonable and 
allowing the students more options. 
While the idea of a comprehensive 
examination has some merit, in recent 
years the senior comprehensive 
examinations in history and political 
science have proved to be a continuous 
headache for the department chairman 
and faculty members and a constant 
source of frustration for students. As 
such, they lost most of their educative 
value and degenerated into a guessing 
game. 
With this burden now removed in 
Political Science and greatly eased in 
History, the department members are free 
to concentrate on ways of improving 
course offerings and developing the 
student's potential. Mr. McVay has 
expressed the desire to solicit student 
suggestions in this crucial area, and Dr. 
Fortin has proposed more seminar work 
and independent study projects. We might 
also suggest the revival of the American 
studies program and the offering of more 
interdepartmental courses. 
The Department · of . History and 
Political Science is the largest 
undergraduate department on campus in 
terms of the number of majors. It should 
accept this fact as a challenge and not 
remain a sleeping giant. 
_:P.A.M. 
woman is more than twelve weeks 
pregnant, or admitted to a hospital." 
The news release received by the 
Xavier News from. the Pregnancy 
Advisory Service did not stipulate 
whether male students could use their 
cards for women who were not students. A 
telephone inquiry to the agency 
confirmed that the Pregnancy Advisory 
Service is ready and willing to punch out 
the "A" on your I.D. card even if your lady 
friend is not a student. 
At any rate what is important is that 
the $5.00 I.D. card you purchased has now 
become a license to kill. 
f u l'\c:.h O"'t 
the ''A~" 
ahd 
-PAG 
Save. 
Oh 
It Is Hard to be a Star 
by JULIE A YLESWORTHY 
Adamant Evening, stark and dear 
whither go thy ocean waves 
when Otis rows a boat 
and tries 
to look the other way? 
Adam was a myth 
who weaned and worked 
and raped his wife 
. and raped his wife. 
In the days when the earth was only a charge 
when the System was only an atom 
when the Way was a cell in an organism 
and the Universe dwelt in a debtor's dark prison, 
It was condemned to eternity. 
And in the beginning the Milky Sun 
became his eye, his kith and'yin 
and planets emerged from pomegranates 
his tongue ~elivered true delight 
and atoms were eaten word for work. 
(a man was a myth 
who learned and lurched 
and aped his. way through 
life after life.' · · 
But Eve celebrau;1rher vanalized honor 
and labore~ on tables and waited for doctors. 
So they calculate her in a standardized visage 
and wait for hope 
and pray for rain 
to drown the ·sound of Otis .out. 
0 it was he who was the star. 
... . '4 ' .• ' 't. ' .. '' ...... •.· 
most recent edition of the News, confused several points. I am grieved. 
First, I spell my name with "v" rather than "ph." And further, the 
correct spelling of my is "Instructor." Yet, I do not intend to be small 
about this matter; typography and spelling preferences mean little. 
Hosever, to term me an "lnsturcfor in Marketing (sic)" is .about as far 
from the truth as one can be. I teach English. 
I trust that you'll see to it that this culprit is roundly insulted, 
thoroughly brow-beaten, and never becomes an editor of the XU News. 
Editor:. 
Cordially, . 
Steven S. Francis 
Instructor-English 
'Dangerous Fallacy' 
There is a dangerous fallacy being advanced at this university 
which because of its subtle workings and its serious implications, must 
no lon'ger be ignored. This is the fallacy ihat Xavier University is a 
Christian university. 
It is true that an excellent Christian liturgy is regularly celebrated on 
the campus. It is true that a Jesuit community is based here. It is true · 
that some very good Christian theology courses are offered here. 
Finally;it is true that a majority of students attending Xavier profess 
to be Christians. However, in spite of these facts, Xavier is not a 
Christian university. 
Xavier is not a Christian university precisely because it fails to 
practice the teachings of Christ which stress the love of·one's fellow 
man and the respect of the individual. Xavier fails because it continues 
to support the ROTC military program. 
One wonders how a nominally Christian university can, in good 
conscience, support a program and an institution whose primary aim is 
to instruct human beings in diverse methods of destroying fellow 
human beings. Furthermore, one wonders how a Christian university 
can support an institution which treats its individual members and 
those· it opposes as objects rather than indivjduals. 
It has been stated that ROTC cadets begin their activities with a 
prayer. I wish to ask how this action makes ROTC a Christian activity? 
Finally, I wish to request that, if my opinions stated here seem in error, 
the military department of Xavier will explain to me where I am in error 
by means of a letter to the Xavier News. 
Editor: 
. Sincerely, 
Patrick W. Decker 
'Men With Backbone' 
In response to Mr. Decker's letter in the Oct. 14 edition of the News, I 
find the pictures to which he refers commendable. Thank God there are 
some men with backbone enough to defend this country. The ROTC 
unit is as much a part of the Xavier community as any other 
organization and has just as much right in the Musketeer. Mr. Decker's 
human sensitivity seems hyperaesthetic. 
Editor: 
Sincerely, 
John T. Steiner, Veteran 
'Work in Campaigns' 
I would like to urge your paper to encourage thousands of young 
people in Cincinnati to work in this fall's election campaigns, in order 
to help elect candidates who will stop the· war and change America's 
priorities. 
Metzenbaum, Springer and Turner are all strong antiwar candidates 
for Congress, and Gilligan is a candidate for Governor who deeply 
understands the problems of youth. 
Perhaps it might be wise to urge everyone to wear their more 
conservative looking. clothing and , to shorten their hair a bit while 
campaigning. ' 
Sincerely, 
Robert Barber 
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The:New·s:and·It's Critic$ . Scheurer Heads 
(Continued from page I) 
·, Education lDept. 
was made to present those "1'deas" As1"de f th l't f th 
. rom e qua 1 y o e 'FAX) K th F s h h instrumental in bringing about , . . M ~ enne . c eurer as 
these changes. Retiem'ng to the newspapers wntmg, . r. Leonard taken over the chairmanship of the 
felt compelled to ment10n what he D part nt f Ed t' th R October 21st issue, for example, he 'd d 'ts t h . 1 £ 'l -· e me o uca ion, e ev. b d cRo~s1 ~re t I ll~c mead a1 u~es. Victor B.' Nieporte, S.J., Acting 
· o serve that though the History- e1errmg o spe mg an puncbon President announced. 
Political Science Department errors, for example, he noted, "I am 
changes made the front page, "still often shocked at the negligence of Scheurer, who has been a 
students are losing out on knowing what. turns up in the news." He member of the Department of 
what's going on in all this. There is urged that this fault be rectified Education since 1963, has been 
nothing here to indicate what has through the acquisition of a copy Asso~i~te Pr.ofessor.of Educatio~al 
occurred over the past two or three editor with a complementary staff Adm1mstrabon. His new duties 
years to prompt these changes." of proof readers. However involve the coordination of both 
He noted that, as a result of the realizing the context in which h~ programs in the University's 
News' failure to search out matter had brought this last point up, Mr. largest ~aduate department and 
that lies behind departmental Leonard observed a "misplaced one of its largest undergraduate 
I• 
OXFORD APARTMENTS 
1 005 Dana Ave 
Furnished Apartment With Parking 
EQUIPPED, AIR CONDITIONED, 
.• AVAILABLE NOVEMBER 1st. 
SEE . 
JOHN SCHAFER, Apartment 22 
PHONE 961-7956 
P8ge3 
decisions, much of its material emphasis" as regards his criticism. departments. 
reads like "a bulletin board of Noting that he should have started Included in Scheurer's area of r--------------------~----­
administration · handouts." off with this consideration, he ·responsibility are the University's 
Affirming his admiration for a observed that "It's hard to get programs in secondary educaion, 
APARTMENTS FOR RENT 
newspaper of more far flung around this matter. For no matter elementary education and physical Adjoining XU Campus - Manor House 
appeal, he said that "It's what lies what this university becomes, it education; and the education of _efficiencies, Air-conditioned, carpeted, TV, 
behind all this that enables the· (Xavier News) is the single most school administrators, guidance- kitchenettes, for two. Parking. Maid service, 
News to spread. Ther.e is literate work in the community. It counsellors, reading specialists, 
tremendous activity here, a spirit of appears more often and is more curriculum design specialists, all utilities. 
questioning and change, which is widely circulated than any other research specialists, Montessori · : . Linkshire Apts- on Parkway. 
going on just beneath the surface of student publication." Analogously teachers, and teachers" of the Two bedroom unfurnished apartment, 
public awareness. This is what the illustrating his contention emotionally disturbed child. parking, beautiful. · 
News should be reporting." regarding the paper's mechanical In his new assignment, .Scheurer 
In order to rectify this situation, failures, Mr. Leonard observed, will be replacing Dr. Raymond F. Call Mrs. Madlyn Grube, . ::.: 
he suggested that closer "The order of priorities dictates McCoy, who has served as 731-6505 at 3853 Ledgewood ~-~iY ..e .. 
departmental coverage be given. that before you learn to talk about Chairman of this department, as '-----'-....;...--------------~------...J 
d h b something, you learn to talk." well as Dean of the Graduate ·· · He ad ed force to is contention y · ' -
pointing out that "many When asked to comment on the School, since the department was 
. departments make students an quality of the editorial and creative organized in 1946. Dr. McCoy will r--------------------------
integral part of their decision- writings, Mr. Leonard responded, devote full time to his duties as FORUM CLUB 8a APARTMENTS 
making process." "Very, very good in both those· graduate dean. 
Mr. Leonard also defended his categories." And specifically in . Scheurer, who is completing his 
comments from a source of regard to the ·editorials, he doctoral studies. at the University 
potential criticism. He noted, for commented, "They are very well · of Cincinnati, ea~ his B.S. in 
balanced with regard to coverage education at UC in.1 •1950 and his 
example, that even if the chairmen ' 
of departments were reticent in of community affairs." He also Master's degree in;:ec:lu<:~tion here 
giving out information on the contended that space should be in 1955. · 
controversy surrounding many made available for entertaining, He formerly was principal at 
• St~dent Lease's (3-6-9-Months) 
• Located 10 Minutes from Xavier Univ. 
• 1-2 Bedroom Apartments 
• Furnished 8a Unfurnished 
• First Half Month•s Rent Free 
717 Dixmyth Avenue-Open 1 O a.m.-7 p.m. 
Saturday 9 a.m.-6:30 p.m.-Sunday 12 - 4 
Call: 562-7777 (After 7 p.m. ~51-4530) 
issues, the faculty and .student creative articles written by other Finneytown High School and 
representatives on departmental than just those people on the staff. administrative assistant at 
boards could be utilized. For unlike He concluded by noting that these Princeton High School and 
administrative heads, individual such writers should also be willing assistant principal at Hughes High 
faculty members and students do to assume ful~ responsibility for the ·School and. Samuel Ach Junior ----------------------------' 
not have to be "ultra-conscious" . ~on tent of their works. . IH .. iigh!!!!.!1.1.1111!!!1.111!1!!1!!111!!!1.111!!!!!!11111111111111!!!1.111!!!11!!1!1!!1!1!1!! .. llllll!!l!!l!ll!!l!l!l!!llllllllllll•llllllllllllllllllllllllll••lllllllllllllll•••••-•••• 
about what they say since none is · 
official spokesman for the group. 
He noted in conclusion that even 
the "most fine department head is 
not free to talk about certain 
matters." And paradoxically in a 
sense "The value of the source 
increases as you go on down the · 
hierarchy." 
Mr. Leonard also commented ·1: 
with. mixed feelings ~egarding the ' ( <-; 
quality of news items. "It's i' '·· · · 
uneven," he said. "In regard to the l 
writing - some articles are well j 
written and logically constructed ~ 
. which would do credit to any school ; 
of journalism." By contrast, he j 
commented that "large amounts I f 
just don't-make it." i I you care 
To increase the quality of the f · h b 
writing, he suggested that writers \ enoug ' may e 
might be recruited on a semester iyou can meet 
basis, especially in consultation ,. 
with the English Department . the Paul·ist · 
"which has an obvious 'in' with its ~ 
type of knowledge." He contended !·challenge 
. that such a pattern of recruitment u· ••• 
could be instrumental in gaining a I 
wider divergen_ce of coverage. . . 
• 
• 
• • 
• 
ll'IAKHGUBE 
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It isn't easy, being a Paulist. 
Bridging gaps between young 
and old, black and white, 
past and future. But it is a 
challenge . 
The Paulist mission is to 
people ... individually 
and in all the societies in 
which they live 
... to discover Christ 
wherever he is acting 
... to be attuned to the needs 
of the present, yet to form 
a vision of tomorrow's world. 
If you are interested in 
finding out more about the 
Paulist priestly challenge, 
write to: 
RH. Doaald c. c ... pbtll, C.S.P. 
Voc1doa Dlndar 
CJ'a'f!jf thett 
Room JU 
415 Welt 59tb Street 
New York, N.Y. 10019 
i 
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Perspective: Religious Development . . l .· 
XU Ministry: ':Serving F~i1lt1 1 )~~~(1~·· -i ....:..... _r_.;..~i_...;.· -·_. --·-\ -· ...;_;, _r_· ·--'-~· ·-......... 
by JOHN BLANCHARD what our heads are heads made of, research facilities made available INN ER 
Today nobody really knows what it should be a cinch to find out to him on the campus. Morally, his . • •. 
it means to be a Catholic where they're at. expectations should likewise be 
anymore-or to be a Christian-or There live at Xavier Father Klein met by the pastoral services offered 
to be anything besides a well- S.J., Father Bisch•Jtf, Brother by the. campus ministry. These CIR. CL. E 
intentioned humanist set adrift in Schneider S.J. and a group of services include much more than - . 
a murky sea of Jesuits and self- p~ple who call tirnmselves . the the traditional guidance-· 
proclained proselytes-and then campus ministry. Their job, as they counseling stereotype of the 
doesn't the conversation always see it, is to serve th::i faith needs of campu.s father-confessor. Father 2621 VINE STREET 
get back to "commitment"? Such is the university community. In the Klein sees a need .for the campus 
the foy of ecumenism-a timely pastthismeantmakingdamnsure ministry to present positive, PHONE 281-9518 
void for collegiate, sub-atomic that anybody who entered Xavier attractive, relevant programs · 
particles to bash heads together as a Catholic left in the same which will help the members of this 
with all but amoral abandon. But condition-any •Jxtras along the community grow. Fr. Klein and Fr. 
now that we've got a good idea of way were soulF for the good and Bischoff would .be among the first 
causes for rejoicing. But the Pepsi to admit that in the past any efforts 
generation.has been weaned on the at a comprehensive ministerial 
relativism· and relevantism of post- renewal on campus have been 
Vatican n-·and they're not just wo.efully insufficient. But already 
"good Catholics" any more. Father campus ministry has succeeded. in 
Bischoff asked some of the laying ~uch of the groundword for 
Liturgy At XU 
Anyone seeking a meaningful 
liturgical experirence· on Xavier's 
campus this year ha&. quite a 
selection from which to choose and 
some are no further than his fron 
doorstep. .· -·, ·'_'. 
Rev. Leo Kelin, S.J:/Director of 
Campus Ministries, .,!s;. Xavier's 
resident expert in.''..J,iturgical 
Theology offering. greater 
opportunities for lif.~rgical renewal 
and experiment~tipn. .Besides the 
many excellent:·'.tlit~rgies in 
Bellarmine Chapef '"during the 
week, there are several other 
activities scattered around campus. 
The Brockman Hall community, 
consisting mainly of hall members, 
share their nightly liturgy at ten 
o'clock, with Father Klein as 
Freshman theology· 'students to structures which will .be more 
write down their religious .,esponsible to the students' fait1'!. 
identification. He received; · 24 needs. 
different classifications raniiing F~ther Bischoff stressed that one 
from liberal ,_Catholic . to of the biggest problem areas he is 
conservative atheist. This is the working on now is simply 
spectrum of faith at Xavier-each communication. He and Fr. Klein 
student with his own .religious have atteqipted to ~ake 
orientation-each student With' hiil themselves known to the · 
own faith needs. ' ~_;:.:·:~community by being invited to 
Father Klein believes that -every dorm wing meetings in order ·to 
student at a professedly Catholic explain what campus ministry is · 
university should expect to find all about. They try to explain their 
certain sturctures which will help ideas on worship and the liturgy, 
him grow as a person. and then try to get some student 
Intellectually his expectations are reactions to the liturgical situation , 
met by the academic courses and ;·(<Jontin,uecJ.~on page 5) 
celebrant. ':1 ' '· . ':t'' 
H!;!=~~e:re i:n a1'~~;:a:i,0r:~i~ Pie·d Piper Enjoys .. R·e·vival 
schedule. Their liturgies are by MIKE MYERS Hayes, Mike Myers and Kevin 
celebrated only when students The Pied Piper House, 3868 Prendergast. All four have been 
request them for special intentions 
or occasions. Marion Hall Ledgewood Ave., is beginning to working to make the house 
experience something of a revival workable and attractive as a center 
continues this year to enjoy an . . . £ · · d · 
II t l·t h . ht 'th as a center for student activities. or activity an relaxation on exce en 1 urgy eac mg w1 Th h d · h · · d' · f A h I f 
F th S h . d I b t e ouse, un er t e Juns 1ct10n o campus. w o e range o a er c wm .as ce e ran . th C M' · t d · f · t' M . _ d . t th p· ed p· . e amp us mis ry an revampmg rom pam mg to 
M
assdes aretreh a ah.. eW 1d. •· diper · Religious Deveiopmerit·Committee, installing proper safety equipment 
on ay roug e nes ay b . h · h b d · 'd 
·. ht · rmgs toget er · many as een un erway since m1 -
mg s. 'organizations . and activities. September. 
Most of these communities do not ·u d f th ffi f n er one roo are e o ice o The coffeehouse looms as the 
celebrate on Sunday, the theory Rev. Al Bischoff, (Assistant final hurdle. Efforts are presently 
being that the entire Xavier Directo~ of Campus M~nistry), a under way to contract a company· 
community 11hould come together small hbrary and reading room, to build a new entrance to the 
to celebrate in Bellarmine on the Pied Piper Coffeehouse, an coffeehouse. This new .door will be 
Sundays. Father Bischoff's 7:30 informal meeting room-lounge the main · entrance with the old 
P.M. Sunday night mass still rates area, and the living quarters of four entrance becoming a fire exit. 
highly · with students, but the students. Moving . a platform stage and 
Sunday morning masses and The students who live in the lighting and painting in the next 
Saturday evening mass are Piper and direct the functioning of few weeks will make the 
attracting more students. \ · 
.. -------------.the house are Bill Mulvey, M~tt (Continued on page 7) 
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blast . 
off lo .1 ~aie and solid futu.re. 
St.irt inwsting your dollars in 
liil• irmiram:e right away. And 
saw big money on lower rates. 
Build· up tax-free cash value 
sooner. Sprl'ad your wings. Act 
now. Happ}' landing.· 
NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL l.IFE 
MILWAUKEE 
NML. There !! •difference ... 
·- .. . . . . •nd the difference II~ 
· iiaa Luray Ave. 
SHIRTS 
·LAUNDERED 
ONLY 22C: each 
ALL XAVIER STUDENTS & FACULTY 
RECEIVE 20% DISCOUNT ON ALL DRY 
CLEANING. SIMPLY SHOW l.D. CARD 
WHEN 'LEAVING GARMENTS TO -:ae 
CLEANED. 
• • • TRY US 
HOURS 
7 A.M.-6 P.M. 
DAILY 
• • • 
PHONE 
961-8886 
PLENTY 
. Of PARKING 
3930 READING ROAD AT AVONDALE 
Enter off Avondale near Reading . Road .. ·. 
OPEN TUESDAY thru SUNDAY 
8:00 P.M. 'till 2:30 .A.M. 
DANCING SHOWS,. 
. . 
ADMISSION 
$1.50 GIRLS-$2.50 GUYS 
INCLUDES ALL BEER AND SOFT 
DRINKS FROM 8:00 'TILL MIDNIGHT 
COMING SOON 
e WAYNE COCHRAN 
AND THE C.C. RIDERS 
e MICKEY AND LARRY 
AND THE EXCITERS 
e ORANGE COLORED SKY 
e THE FABULOUS ENTERTAINERS 
PLUS 
-MANY 
OTHER 
ATTRACTIONS 
Includes all Beer and Soft 
Drinks from 8:09~ 'till_ Midnight 
. --"" - ·-:-·--~ 
·. ~ O~'·'' . d 
wish you were here. 
wasse·rm11n · 
&OS raca •illii~ · ., 
Phone 961-1820 
CAMPUS 
REPRESEN'f ATIVES 
Dick Rcesey 
FM Strom 
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Recent FAST Falls Short Of Exp~~tati~n~ 
.. ·· . : • • • • • ·-··. ·--. • • . \ • ' ' !_ 
by DIANE BIELIAUSKAS was not so much an enlightenment be probed ~ an extent to where it 
. : 
·PART TIME J.OBS 
3 TO 11 SHIFT The place was the XU Grill. The of what leftist movements have . becomes more developed than just time was Jaet Friday around 2:30 accomplished and are' a glorified bull session about 
p.m. The occasion was a FAST accomplishing in America, but the things that, conceivably, can never 
talk, that is, a Faculty-And· kind of vague ideas and touch some students at Xavier, W k A T E • 
Student-Talk, and for the first time misconceptions about many, many. must have. a different approach. . Or ny WO ven1ngs 
this year it was a student at the thirige that could result if this were The way to do this, and only if the Plus Saturday Day· Shift 
podium. The crowd was of an as far as . Xavier's contact with desire is found among the student $75 per week Salary 
average size for such a gathering it world issues extends. It just makes body, is to get the information from Call 
621 
_
49
24 
seemed, and the student speaker about as much· sense as white an accredited source, and thus lead 
was Drew McLandrich, a senior; people sitting around solving the into a perhaps more fruitful talk Student Director 
hie subject, "A Perspective on the liberation problem for the Blacks, betweenthefacultyandetudents. ~;!;!i;~~!!!!~;;!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~iiii~iiiiiiii: 
Youth Movements and the New or "good" Americans confirming As it stands now, even the 1 
Left." the merit of whatever is going on in sincere efforts of students such as 
Now, the speecli was a short Southeast Asia, or the Pope issuing Drew McLandrich to instigate 
history of the New Left Movement, a guideline for every ·Catholic potentially valuable discussions, 1 
plus an interpretation. by the bedroom, as Xavier'students sitting fall short, not because of indequacy 
speaker of what constitutes the around exchanging ignorance on. the part of the speaker, but 
New Left. So 88 not to 88eume the about the world which occupies the becaeue of the ambiguous 
unearned position of critic, it is not pages of newspapers and expectations of the audience. 
the object of this article to p88e magazines and the minds of p~ple • • 
judgement on Drew's efficacy at like Malcolm X, Abbie Hoffman,S1mon Formahze 
public speaking on waht might be Paul Ehrlich, Kate Millet or ff p Ch 
called a "radical" topic. . Richard Nixon. S• 0 anges 
From the reactions, of the All I mean• to say is that the Dr. Paul L. Simon, at a recent 
audience, it would be, of course, meeting for History and Political 
h d · p h h t eubJ'ect of the New Left, or any ar to say;;. er ape w a was · . Science majors, made an important 
brought out most by this situation subject for that matter, in ()rder -~ announcement concerning this 
Now that retreats_ are' not year's Senior Comprehensive 
mandatory, Father Klein sees Exams:- Dr. Simon, department .XU Ministry 
(Continued from page 4) anopportunity to develop a chairman,< elaborated on an 
on campus. They would like to program of · meanindul spiritual informal decision reached by the 
educate the students to the point renewals to be made available to departmental members after· an 
that the campus ministry has to be the entire · Xavier communi~y. A October 7 meeting. 
a !°oti!ating fo!ce to the ~hole series of co-opera~':'e weekend The decision W&8 that.the history 
um':'ers1ty and .give .the reaction of retreats, spone~red Jointly ~ the requirement can be met in any one 
Chnettotheumvere1ty. state and pnva~ ~llegee of of the foUowing ways: (1) A senior 
Though for some it may have the so~~hweetern Ohio: 18 ~lrea~y comprehensive will be 
odious .connotations of epoonfed e~rted .. On~ of the mnovat~one 10 administered ~hree tim~ a year, in 
Catholic ethics, counseling is still this eenee 18 a retreat specifically January, late April and July. The 
oneofthemajoreervicee.ofcampus forfacultyll!e~beretobeheldNov. questions will be IJaeed ·,on the 
ministry. But Fr. Bischoff 20.22 at the Milford Youth ~tre~t reading list currently in'.uee"and 
emphasized that counseling today House: Aleo Father Klem 18 the student will be required to 
demands an ecumenical approach planning X.U. student retreats for answer questions in only four (4) of 
in keeping with the diverse faith Nov. 6-8, and for the first and the six (6) areas; (2) the student 
needs qf the students. ·In this way second w~k-ende of December. In may elect to tale the 
the campus· ministry would try to the more distant fut~re, he hopes to Undergraduate Record Exam 
give directions on campus rrioral set . up a catechummate program given this year in. April and he 
problems, and to ·highlight the du~ig ~nt .. r campus ministry is must . score above the 25th 
basic Christain morality implied in k~ g ~~:onjunction with other percentile; (3) students who take 
interpersonal relations on . all :ao~p:e ministries and Newman the Grad~ate Record Exam will 
levels. Aleo, the psychological 1 b thr ughout the Cincinnati also satisfy the department problems of people who perhaps c uhed. 0 Fre Bi'echoff and requirement if they score above the 
' bel h h arc iocese. . h ·1 (4) I ~ t feel they don t . ong e:re, or w o Kl . have been impressed with the 25t percent1 e. n .u ure years 
can find no purpose in life, often epemrati"on these ministries havE other alternatives such as one or 
I · I' . d'ffi It' coo h d' . ove.r ap mto re 1giou~ . 1 1cu 1es displayed in organizing programe more reeearc or rea mg semmare 
which the ca~pue mm1e~ry could to meet the neide of the students. may be developed. 
be very helpful m overcoming. Their success depends on thE Dr. Simon entertained questions 
Probably the · most obvious cooperation of the entire university from the floor pertaining to the 
service of the campus ministry is community. I ask those 1Jtu4ents various exams and miscellaneous 
the liturgy. Fre. Bischoff and Klein ·who have become alienated by the curriculum problems. He was 
are faced with the problem of sonorous masses at Bellarmine to aeeissted at the meeting by fellow 
developing ligurgiee which will give campus ministry another historians Meesere. Richard 
meet the needs of the etu<tents, as chance. I encourage all \\'.ho an Gruber, Frank McVay, and August 
well as those of tne larger interested in getting involved i11 Seher. 
university community. To campus liturgies, or who are 
symbolize this larger community, looking for some counseling, or 
campus ministry is trying to center who just want a good rap, to go in 
the Sunday liturgical celebrations and see Father Klein or Father 
in Bellarmine for all the members Bischoff. By now we all know what 
of· the university parish. For a Catholic university is not; if we 
smaller liturgies, Fr. Bischoff work together we might be able to 
encourages students to come and redefine what a Catholic university 
ask for a Maes to commemorate ia. 
some special occasion such as the 
Kent State tragedy last year, or 
perhaps a birthday or a death in 
the family. He looks ot the 
members of the community t0"take Thomas More Drama 
the i!litiative i~ ~roposing n~w Department and the Villa Players 
liturgies for both 1ne1de and outside will present Eugene O'Neil'e ·"Long 
of Bellarmine: Th~ b~h~p has been Day's Journey Into Night"_ at 7 
very cooperative m givmg campus p;m. Friday, Oct. 30. 
minietrieethroughout the 
archdiocise the freedom to ote~r r~~rm~~e~ 1 the 
experiment in this area, especially a~to iog_rap ciao 
31 
ei d Nram: 
'th · rd to student marriages. will be given on ct. ~n ov. . 
wi rega · · . .. Thie is the first production for the 
TMC Presents 
O'Neil Drama 
newly formed drama department at 
the college. For tickets call 341-5800 
· extension 49. 
Pat Gallacher aims for the side-
pooket on one of the pool tables 
in the Games Rooms. 
GIANT BLOW-UP 
2x3 ft. Poster (black & white) 
Send any black & white or color photo 
up to SxlO" (no negatives please) to: 
RONALD JAYE Poster Service 
P.O. Box 43 
Plainview, N.Y. 11803 
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SONATA 1400 
ALSO 150 TO 11175 
APOLLO 17110 TO 10,000 
Say "I love you" in a special way ... with .a 
Keepsake diamond ring. Perfect quality, trade·m 
value and protection against lose. There simply is no 
more special gift than a Keepsake. . 
Keepsake® 
REGISTERED DIAMOND RINGS 
STUDENT CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED 
ZeffS 
750 SWIFTON SHOPPING CENTE.A, CINCINNATI, OHIO 
731-1800 
712 MADISON AVENUE, COVINGTON, KENTUCKY 
261-7694 
8TH AND MONMOUTH, NEWPORT, KENTUCKY 
261·4183 
LIBERAL DISCOUNTS ON ALL MERCHANDISE FOR ALL 
• XAVIER STUDENTS AND FACULTY MEMBERS 
l 
Enclose cash, check or money 
order (no c.o. D.'s) in the 
amount of $3.50 for each 
. • blOW·Up. COLOR. Original 
material EXCLUSIVE I 
returned NAME----------
undamaged. · .. · · 
Satisfaction ADDREss,-----,.----- Late Showa · 
suiranteed. Allow 30 ' s· M ~~ I ' • 
days for delivery. Add 45¢ CITY--.....,.STATE--ZIP-- . •. ,.., j • • •. ' 
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XAVIER UNIVERSITY, CINCINNATi,' OHIO, WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 28, 19?0 
e Rebus Gregory X. ·Boehn1 
. 
Fornication In The Dorm 
• 
How does the idea of taking your AND INSIGHTS CONCERN- ~~denlabiy bloatedh~;~-;.;; 
date back to your own· dorm room ING AN ABILITY WHICH HAS the school will enforce 
and locking the door grab you? BEEN AROUND LONGER regulations strict enough to 
Just the two of y~u and that small THAN OUR ABILITY TO quell the least fear of the 
desk and slender· bed and twenty THINK. Until we discard the unmentionable. Even if we 
feet of floor space? Without getting notion that there is something decide the issue here at school, 
more graphic, can you picture it? "no-no" about our basic sbility we ultimately lose. For then we 
And you said that Cincinnati was a to1 reproduce and to comm uni~ have missed one, electric issue 
drag. . . cate in a deeply meaningful - the issue as it exists between 
One really has to sit back and expression, we will forever be parent and dependent - from 
ruminate before coming up with a plagued by problems as far which might have issued the 
hotter issue. in the way of ranging as literary censorship, spark oflong needed ~onesty. 
introductory remarks, it has to be female exploittation, and inter- I would be the first one confess 
said that never has a proposal beeri visitation among the rooms of that bringing home the debate of 
mor!! potent at yanking out some of K~hlman .H~ll. . intervisitation is at best tactless 
the most intensely enmeshed ::So ~here to. 1 thmk ~hat o~eu - and at worst unresolvable. But 
convicition, cynicisms, myths, and th~re 1~ no reason to imm~iately doesn't this sentiment admit to the 
blushes One response to the idea ofthmk impersonal or degrading - · fth · ? H f intervi~itation was "It's discussion is so long overdue, that, exigen': 0 1 e isst~e .. t t~": many~ fornication II" Whew H~w- about if we were decidedly earnest, we us c~~ hrm Y say a I e1r.f~r:. 
that for s~eihg it .,.in its naked could probably produce enough ~ou a~e ntho ~u~tm w1 Id ~s 
· ·· '' · · view oints to fill the XU News issue •. , an a 1 wou e 
essence? A httle l~s-~·;b~~1smg was P t f th redundant to discuss it? If you can,· 
the remark "It's hke givmg candy everyday ·for the res 0 e I · t th t · 
to a baby!':·I thirik~ili-&t to receive semester;' and even then we might . su~gtes I aid ~o~. ar~h l~ a 
··:· ·.-.. c;>·-. ·onl begin to chip at the plaster mmon Y· wou e ieve a we 
the full force, OJ>:~~~~ to reflect on ~ . . . . have so very muph to discuss, so 
the implications'•of ffie metaphor which encrusts our sensib1hties. ts to . th t 
.···· ~, .. :·., · many aspec examme, a we ~or instance,' J~\~.~~re ~ parent Such as what? ~!mos~ e~ery can no.longer feel inhibited about 
s1.ncer~ly attell.?:?-!.~,, 0to m~roduce referecne. to sex,. cam.es ':Vlth it a publishing our views. For starters, ~1s c~ild to th~::-~~~.cruc1~l, butconnot?tion which. is Just .not. why don't we think about how sex 
mfimtely rewardmg aimens1on of mystenous - which could be is in some way dirty. Whisper 
physical and psychic relatedness to justified with little trouble - .. but "penis" or "bosom" to the person 
a member of the opposite sex. What which is somehow of the realm ~f next to you. Why is it that you elicit 
is he going to tell his child? "Look, the unmeritionable, as if sex were a the response that you do. How can 
you're something like a baby, and disease. Just on this topic,· then, terms which refer to human 
this stuff is something like t~e what in the name of the Society of anatomY, J>e 8.o. pf'.Ovocative? Is it 
penny candy you use to stuff tn Jesus can be low, or filthy, or that they ~re · references to 
your mouth." condemning about yours and mine something\iery;:;,taluableandyetso 
Some responses are so sad an~ everyone else's organs of sex? manyi>:eQple abusethem?Who does 
that you wonder where What can. be? I, for one, want ~ not hate an'opinion on this? If you 
everY.one has been for the last kno~ how it came about t~at man s feel inarticulate, sit down with your 
eight or nine-hundred- penis. and woman;s vagma, and roommates and suite-mates, 
thousand years. But it is not not his or her arms or_ eyes or e~s, discuss it, and urge someone to jot 
especially disturbing that the became the butts of so many smde down the general impression. And 
overtone of suspicion can be jokes? How about that? Do you send 'them to y8\ir own blessed, 
· · heard in every protest to the think we wuld all agree on how university newspaper. And what 
proposal of intervisitation. th~t happened? Better yet, do you about teachers? Do ·we pay them 
- And it is not that distrusting thmk !hat we all would ~gree t~at just to remain quiet and dodge 
eyebrows are raised everytime there is any problem with sex. 1 controversy? I heard a teacher 
one brings up the idea. What is fe~l sure that there are some w~o complain the other day that he 
especially tragic is that we are t~mk t~at we ~ave gone too far In never had the chance to be 
all so heavenly screwed up that d1scussmg this much; and who brilliant. Well, glory be, here it is. 
few are willing to discuss the wouldn't suspect that these same,.i-------------~ 
problem in any detail. What people probably deny the lack o 
~~:!~Y b~!~:s a~=i~:e c~~~a::~ di;:us:~;~: s:~? our ·practical·. :,;,:;:'/H::i_j:::::,:;;;:::==::=i:'·.:_.:':·_" . .-:·:::·),;=:::':·.::;}::::::··::)\:::;:::::.: .. ' 
nasty, explicitly broadcast, problem with intervisitation, I;; :\))dJHl ii:::;,,;;,,:::··:.·· · ...... _,,,,,:::\'. ~~~J9'~~~if: r;J;:E;~~r~r1,~: , ,11ta __ 1.:_,:_,·_1 _:::·_: _ :: ,i:,_.'• .·i,_,_.'1;,_:':_i_,)'% ~du~~e~;';::,E '!t vEAvEloZt~ ::i!:~::::io:-~~:: :!ttn!!'; l\\i\\\·,<H>. :1::11-.:1:::\\\:\l;I: =f· .·•y , 
MUNITY, TO SIT DOWN AND the real . driftwood is every H/:=.,,;, ff:l: <i;ij: 
!:iii 
Beer on <;ampus Focus of FSAC 
by MARY HAYES and also the possibility ot stuaeri~l'j 
selling bonds and finding a 
location themselves. If all goes 
Kuhlman Hall looks innocent en.:.ugh; yet its top two floors are 
. subject to a moral controversy known as "lntervisitation-right 
or wrong?" 
" 
... 
Good news for all XU Muskies! well, the committee hopes to submit 
The license to sell beer on campus the report by t~e end o~ the 
has been obtained. 'bon't start the semester. ,<-~:~· 
"Brewed· 
With 
Pure 
celebration. There . .-are a few In the meantime, guys and gals, 
connections yet to be made, . as Dana Gardens, Tally-Ho, an·d Papa 
expectedwithsuc_ha.vitalissue. Johns, (P.J.'s) await your 
The first bit of information was patronage. Keep up the image. 
given by a member· of the staff in S d p h • 
the cafeteria. The beer will not be .tu ents U8 JD 
available before November first "P 1• • I A • ' andprobablysometimelater._ . 0 1t1ca ct1on 
The Food Service Advisory Students from several Ohio 
Committee will hold its first colleges and universities have 
meeting soon and the topic of banded together to promote 
discussion will be the selling of political participation on election 
beer in the grill. When, what hours day next month. 
and what kinds of beer, hope to be The non-partisan organization, 
concluded within two meetings. A which calls itself Students for 
note of importance - there may be Political Action, will act as a 
difficulty in storing beer anywhere coordinating agency for students 
in the grill which would make it a who want to take part in such 
later date. election day activities as canvassin 
Also, in existence is a Committee neighborhoods to get out the vote 
to Study Proposals of a Bar on and driving voters to the polls. 
Campus, (C.S.P.B.C.), headed by · 
Chairman Mike :Martin, a Senior. "We feel that most students are 
The first meeting waa Tuesday more than willing to ·work 
moming. responsibly within · the system if 
they are given the freedom to do 
There are at· present four so", Vinocur said'. 
proposals: an off campus house, 
suggested by a professor at Xavier, 1:0 da~, st~den~ a~ Oh~o State 
a portion of South Hall, a room in University, M1am1 ~mv~rs1ty, and 
the lJ.niyer.sity.Centersponsored. by . ~~i:~elan~ ~tate Umvers1ty plan to 
the National Collegiate Service, take part tn the SPA program. 
•Cliff's Notes: .. arways the right 
prescription.· when you need 
help in understanding litera· 
ture. Prepared by educators. 
Easy to use. Titles available now 
cover nearly 200 frequently 
assigned plays 
and novels. 
Look 
for the 
Cliff's Notes "First Aid" . 
Station wherever. 
books .are sold. Only $1 each_, 
Lincoln, Nebraska 88501 
· .. ;;~;:?.:. 
Artesian 
Spring 
Water, 
TRY,- US I 
"re'Te On C/lmpusl 
STUDENT UNION: 
·XAVl_~-1'.' UNIVERSITY, CINCINNATI, OHIO,: WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER·28 1970 
-· ' . 
r lntf~rfa~e ' . . ' ! i i I ' . ; • ·; :~(>b Heleringer 
L~~---_!.ietnam: Put'· up or Shut Up 
----~---------------._..__.... __________ ..... 
Despite the thankless efforts of verbal and physi~al beefs at them. pulling out- slowly out sure1y. we 
our Chief Executive, a great Tell it to Hanoi! will leave Southeast Asia in a 
number of assorted liberals, leftist Now let's look at our record I am .somewhat politically stabilized 
radicals, hippies, yippies, panthers, so disgusted with the peopl; who condition, more so than when we 
lions, and tigers in this country still mechanically chant "Peace Now" went in. The vastly improved South 
remain comp~etely ign?rant of the "The United States really does~'t Vietnamese ~rmy, t?e already 
facts conce~mng the V1etna~ War. want peace, tra la, tra Ia." No - proud and efficient Thai ~rmy, and 
The Xavier News evidently matter how honorable their now the young Cambodian Army 
intends to resume where they Ie~t motives are, the peaceniks' charges are pr~sently fighting the 
off I~st year, and pursue their are both absurd and ridiculous. Mr. Com~u~1st aggresso~ themse~ves. 
unemng co~rse toward a t~tal ~on- Nixon's adeptness at making peace The ~1de 1s slowly turnmg. But 1t IS 
understandmg of ~he s1~uat1on. was proved by his brilliant Mid· turmng. 
Perhaps I can alleviate this. As I East Peace Plan which. brought a p· d p• E R I 
said before, let's look at the facts. cease-fire to an area of the world te tper njoys eviva 
We made a committment to_ a that has been fighting for 
beleaguered people. The crisis that centuries. If John Kennedy had 
reached a boiling point five years done this, it would have been 
ago, was an exact carbon copy of ceremoniously hailed from coast to 
what transpired in South Korea in coast and his halo would have 
(Continued from page 4) 
coffeehouse operational. The 
"grand re-opening in a few weeks, 
may be limited to the first floor 
activities until the downstairs 
entrance is completed. 
The Piper will feature live 
entertainment of the folk song 
variety and other typical 
coffeehouse entertainment every 
Friday night. There also will be 
opportunities for short dramatic 
productions, poetry readings, old-. 
time movies, speeches, etc. Several 
groups, both amateur and 
Doesn't She Really 
Want A Ring From 
Newstedt-Loring Andrews? 
(For men's eyes only: The lowest 
prices in town ... surpri$ing, but 
it's true ... divided payments ... no 
finance charges. Set shown is $300. 
Engagement ring alone, $27.'5.) 
NEWSTEDT 
-v-
LORING ANDREWS 
_ 1950. The North Vietnamese Army, shown a little brighter. But, nay, 
massively aided by the Viet Cong poor l)ickie Nixon's laudable 
guerrillas, Red China,.Russia, and efforts have either garnered 
various other Communist-bloc grudging praise or. been ignored 
nations, took it on themselves to altogether. So too it has been 
wage a war of aggression against a concerning the Vietnam 
peace-loving and virtually conundrum. History shows that we 
defenseless people. Their ultimate have stopped the strategic bombing 
goal was the seizure of all of of North Vietnam. We have cut 
Southeast Asia. The· Communists entire air operations by over 20 per 
dared the West io interVene. The cent. We have offered to withdraw 
Reuplic of Sout~ Vietnam. begged all our men if they withdraw theirs. 
the West to intervene. The United We have offered to negotiate all 
States, New Zealand, Australia, ·the iesues with only one condition -
Philippines, Thailand, and South that the future of South Vietnam, 
Korea all generously responded, and indeed l,)f all Free Asia, be 
professional, on-campus and off,, . .,. _____________ .__ ........ ._ _______ _ 
have been contacted and much 
student interest has been shown. ' 
The coffeehouse will also be open 
their combined efforts resulting in determined not by the 
a · halting of · the Communist Communists, not by the 
blitzkrieg. This magnificent feat Americans, but by the Asian people 
was wrought at no small cost~ the themselves. I ask you: What in 
United States. Our every endeavor,· .God's. name is wrong with that? 
· daify for a few hours as a student 
lounge. A record player and albums 
are on hand for siuaents use. ' 
'. . ,- . ' I ! ~ • ' ~ : +, 
Several organizations, . and 
student groups also. us~. t~'e "tiouse 
for meetings. The "Students for 
Christian Community" meet in the 
Pied Piper on Thursday evenings, 
as does the City-wide social action 
group and MACC·the ,"Mass 
We invite you to make our new location your 
headquarters for all of your dry cleaning 
needs. We promise to do our best to keep 
you satisfied. Try our shi~ laundering. 
One Hou• 
''fDllllT/Oll/OG_n 
"'"'"' !> 
THE MOST 111 DRY CLEAlllNC) 
·whether military or. political, was Answer: Nothing. Their answer 
often bitterly . contested by has been intransigence at the 
misguided Americans who simply conference table, belligerence in 
did not know the facts. The "facts" Hanoi, massive military 
remain the same today . as they aggression in Cambodia and Laos, 
existed in 1965. The Communists, and stepped-up attacks in Soth 
Action Committee of Cincinnati." 4517 READING RD. A liturgical commity has been ______________ P_H_o_N_E_2_4_2_-s_e_o_3_ .• 
• my dear 11111.~c~~i.ttlj~, . !!~_e .. J!ie.. Vietna.m de~ign~d __ ~o .... i!!c_rease 
obstacles · ti> a just peace in American· casualties. They are at 
Southeast Asia. They always will fault; not . us. And believe me, 
be, because the Communists' dissidents, it will always be that 
timetable for world domination way because, if you know anything 
·does not call for any 'peace'. Let's. about modern history, the 
face it, Gommunism is a cancer in Communists have never honored a 
· Southeast Asia. Its ideology feeds treaty or respected a nation's 
on strife, ignorance, and acute sovereignty since that gray day in 
poverty. The Communists cannot 1917 when they came to power. If 
afford any· lengthy period of you don't believe me, ask your best 
tranquility; for then the Polish or Czechoslavakian friend 
inhabitants will undoubtedly how he feels about Russia's 
prosper and consequently would "integrity." 
not have time to give even a token. Presieent Nixon has just recently 
lip-servic~ to. Commu?isi;n .. The proposed yet another "peace plan" 
Commumsts are the villains, the _ this one calling for an overall 
aggressors, the imperialists, the cease-fire and a joint release of 
"baby~bumers". Wail ~nd nash prisoners held by both sides. In the 
your teeth at them. Direct your meantime, we are in the process of 
active three nights a week. Rev 
Stan Tillman, S.J., celebrates Mass 
on Monday nights at 10:00; Rev. Al 
Schwind, S.J., on Tuesday 
evenings; and Rev. Jerry Gordon, 
S.J., on Wednesdays. The groups 
are samll at present but need 
students to help plan them. 
Other possibilities for the use of 
the house are being discussed, 
including informal coffee 
discussions with faculty members 
or guests on topics of interest, and 
student-initiated seminars. 
Meanwhile, any and all members 
of the University are encouraged 
and welcome to stop by and talk, 
relax or just look the place over. It's 
the only undergrond coffeehouse 
on campus! 
y~~ 
. . ~ .. 
•coc1•Co1a',; •nd "Cok•" are regi1tered lrade·m1rk1 which id•nlity tne ~~me product of nie C~ca·Colai CCJrnp.10... "' 
. Elottlecl under the authority of The Coca-Cola Company by: • Bot;·.~-d undt'r authority of Th.: fom·Coln Co1;1pnn~· b):: 
· · ·'.Tht.1 CoL~a·Cola Bottling \\'ork~ ,C'mnpany. Cinl'ipnati 
. "" 
-. 
·-- ......... -- ....................................... - - . -- . __ , 
~ 
"The funniest movie I've seen this 
year! Just go, run to see it!"-NewYorkPosl 
'.Barbra 
Streisand 
~ Yves 
Montand 
Rome. 
Before 
Christ. 
After 
Fellini. 
"There i1 no end. no beginnin1. 
There is onl1 the infinite pinion of life.• 
·FELLINI 
PL.AVBOV E•ECUTIVE BLOG O~po11lt 5HU8EltT THEATRE 
Do'ftnto't\'n II JS E 71h St • P.,OMI' :o11.7795 
.·.1·•:•.• . .'.',r\•·-•·!1.,.:_1 ·~·'!':!..'.:~1 r..:~r 
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M~~, rri.1s as IHE "KEY.: 
1b 0U'R STAAl°EsY-
f~ WINN•"G "JllE ~EST 
OF OUR cqAME'S f { f by DENNY KING, 
SPorts Editor 
After their hardest fought first 
half of the season, the Muskies fell 
behind and suffered a 33-10 loss at 
Tampa U. last Saturday night. 
For the first time this season, 
XQvier was first on the 
scoreboard and twice they led 
in the contest. 
The Muskies opened the game 
early in the first quarter when Ray 
Langcaster ran around the left end. 
and penetrated deep into Tampa 
territory. The Muskies failed to 
score, but on a 4-12 situation, called 
on Ed Huber for a 29-yard field 
goal. Huber's kick was good and 
Xavier led 3-0. 
. . . . . .. ' 
As a rsult, Tampa scored twice in "Speed was something they had 
the third quarter. Carter scored the (McQuay) and we didn't. It really 
first on a keeper, but ari attempt for hurt." 
the two-point conversion was foiled. "The climate was a factor too. We 
Carter passed for the second TD practiced the previous week in the 
when he found Wakefield in the rain. The game was at night but 
end zone. The two-point conversion the temperature was still in the 70's 
was good as Tampa capped a solid something the playeni just aren't 
27-10 lead. . . used to this time of year." 
Xavier threatened again late in The coach did single out some 
fourth quarter. Quarterback -Paul players· as having played a game. 
Smith completed a 28 yard pass to "Ray (Lancaster) ran well," Selcer 
·fullback Ivy Williams which said. "So did Paul (Smith) but just 
sparked a drive deep into Tampa couldn't hit the mark. Huber has a 
territory. The Muskie~ drove as far good leg and-ia a capable kicker, 
as. Tampas 11 yardhne but could bu~ if you look back on our games, 
. not score. it was the seven we needed, not the 
But not before Tampa scored three. 
their final TD. McQuay went off Reflecting on the team's moral, 
the left tackle an the first of the the coach said: "I really don't think 
quartertolowertheboom33-10. they've lost any ofthe·zeal. IN the 
M '-GEffi6AN Tampa quickly retaliated with a ..., .. _.-....,-.,::...;..;..;.-.-. ___________ ..:.. _____ ...165-yard march in eight plays. "There were some really great first half we held them better than catches on the part of Tampa " Miami (of Florida). For the first 
recalled Selcer. "Our pass defen~e time, we brought the game to 
. . 
Musketettes Fall, 8-0· 
Mounties 'Manhandle' XU 
by DENNY KING, 
One of many tricks he pulled out 
of the bag was to have a player 
approach the sidelines, apparently 
. The fighting "Musketettes" of injured, and immediately before· 
Xavier University were defeated by the ball was snapped take her 
· the "Mounties" of Mount St. stance as a wide receiver. The play 
Josephs in the first annual powder would have undoubtedly led to 
puff football game here last another Mountie touchdown had 
Sports Editor 
Saturday by the score of 8-0. the player not fumbled the ball. 
The one and only score came late . Xavier coach, Phil Capote finally 
in the first half when Sue McBeht caught on in the third quarter but 
charged through the Musketetts on the "sleeper" had a lesser degree of 
a 25 yard run. The Mounties then effectiveness for the Musketettes. 
made good ,a two point conversion In one instance, a Xavier coed was 
on a pass by Shepard. good ten or fifteen yards from any 
For such a low scoring game, defender but the pass so far off the 
it was tilled with action, both mark it was almost intercepted. 
on the field and ill the stands. 
On the field it was, by no 
means, a "powder puff'' 
contest; both teams seemed to 
be out for blood. 
In the stands both teams were 
energetically cheered on by student 
supporters. Xavier's section was 
highlighted by two very 
mysterious ·cheerleaders who 
rallyed the coeds on in the first half. 
Though most of the spectators 
looked on the game rather 
comically, the players themselves 
couldn't have been more serious. 
Innumerable penalties and injuries 
occured in the rather grusome 
contest. Even the language of the 
players indicated ambition above 
and beyond the call of a "powder 
puff' leaguer. 
Part of the rivalry was due to the 
two brother-head coaches, Phil and 
Vince Capote. Vince, the Mountie 
coach, initiated into the planned 
procedure· a number of "sleeper" 
plays which almost furthured the 
spread of victory for the visiting 
Mounties. 
Whether or not the "powder puff' 
contest will become a tradition at 
Xavier is anyone's guess. 
Tentatively schedualed at ,present 
is a clash with Edgecliffe. 
Xavier coed quarterback 
Elaine Hodge fades to pass 
late in rival with the Mounties. 
Two mysterious cheerle~ders led the crowds 
in cheer during first half of coed battle with 
the Mount. 
Brown scored for Tampa on a run 
off left tackle. The conversion was 
. good and Tampa pulled ahead 7-3. 
just couldn't keep up." them." 
The Muskies got their second p Jt• K•tt M k• F h 
andlastleadofthegamelateinthe ena tes I US Je ros 
by BOB HYLE second quarter on a sustained 
charge of 86-yards in 16 plays. 
Xavier's John McCormick scored Penalties set up two key 
on a short run and Huber's kick put touchdowms for Miami's freshman 
Xavier on top once again 10-7. as they stopped the Muskies' frosh 
Tampa's junior quarterback 32-16 at Oxford last Friday. 
The XU defense sparked by its 
strong linebackers held the 'skins 
on the Xavier 27. Allen and Cotten 
got one first down to the 37. On 
third down O'Connell kept the ball 
and tried for another one, but got 
only to the 46. Carter then went to work. Carter It was Xavier's second loss in as 
went to the air five times in a row many games. The' freshmen have 
completing four for 54-yards and a two more games scheduled with 
second Tampa touchdown. Ohio U and Dayton. 
On a fourth down play the 
Muskies went and made the first 
down, but the second crippling 
penalty of the game came and the 
play was called back and Xavier 
had to punt. 
Tampa's sudden air attack put the Both teams started slowly. in the 
Muskie's in a stuper from which first quarter, til XU's Charley 
they never recovered. Hambrook intercepted a Redskin 
"We played a good first half," pass. The Muskies started a drive, 
remarked head coach Dick but were hit with a clippong 
Selcer, "but we were caught off penalty that put them on their own 
guard on those pass plays. That 34 yard line where they had to punt. 
last touchdown of the half The first of the key penalties 
jolted the team. We counted on came up when Bill Phillips the 
that 10-7 half-time lead." Xavier punter, got off a punt 
Miami scored again as Sanna 
drove the Redskins in for another 
touchdown. Hitchins ran in from 
the three. Xavier hadinsult added 
to injury at the end, as O'Connel 
was trapped for the second safety 
to end the scoring at 32-16. · 
"Then we played a bad third that went 66 yards, all the way 
quarter," he added. "Three times to the end zone, but a penalty Coach Jim Lippencott, one of 
we had the ball and handed it over. on XU called it back. Phillips four assistants in charge of the 
We just couldn't hold on to the next punt was partially frosh said, "We made a couple of 
ball." blocked and Maimi got the ball mistakes and had some penalties, 
XU Seeks Coeds 
For Rifle Team 
(FAX) A call for coed riflemen 
has been issued by Maj. James H. 
Drennan, moderator of the rifle 
team. He urges all young ladies 
who might be interested to report to 
the rifle range or to St. Barbara 
Hall to learn what it's all about, 
and possibly to help form a girls' 
team to represent tlie Universtiy. 
Major Drennan reminds that the 
gals enjoyed a trip to Pittsburgh 
last year to compete in a major 
event. 
The University's ROTC and 
Varsity teams recently triumphed 
over the University of Louisville 
here. The XU ROTC team won, 923-
898, and the Varsity prevailed, 1, 
231-1, 185. 
Coeds Meet 
First Match 
Xavier's coed swimming team 
under the direction of coach Darryl 
Wiesenhahn takes to ·the road 
November 7 for their first meet of 
the season at Dennison. 
The team has been practicing six 
days a week on a very flexible 
schedule. 
Meets will be scheduled 
through March and Xavier will 
be hoping to enter some of its 
swimm.ers in the nationals 
which will be. held in Arizona 
some time that same month. 
Interested coeds· are welcome to 
try out. Contact Beth Perry 507 
Kuhlman · (631-9539) or Mary 
Helman 2907 Alpine Ter. (321-1645) 
on their 45 yard line. but we played well." He felt that 
Miami drove down to the XU's the two key penalties, "cost us." 
30, highlighted by a 15 yard pass "It's a case of the people not 
from Sanna to Showkier. From the doing their jobs. They try and do 
30, the Redskins gave it to Bob too much'', said the coach. 
Hitchins who ran through the Coach Llppencott singled. out 
entire defense for the score. The Bill Howe and Charley Hambrook 
first of four conversions by for doing good jobs. He also felt 
Markley made it 7 -0 for Miami. that the linebackers played well. 
Each team exchanged punts at . d · 
·the end of the first quarter and XU Gra Doerger 
Xavier ended up on their own four 
yard line to open up the second Returns to Coach 
period. Muskie quarterback, Tom . 
O'Connell, was tackled in the end Jerey Doerger, a 1961 graduate of 
zone by Miami's Cripe for a safety Xavier, will coach this years 
and it was Miami 9, Xavier 0. edition of the freshman basketball 
Taki.ng the kick after the safety, team. Doerger . was named 
Miami scored right away as Sanna freshn:ian coach ~his .past August . 
hit Tim - Williams on a leaping following the resignation of Dave 
catch for a 33 yard touchdown. The Lynch last June. 
kick· was good to make it 16-0, Doerger prepped at Roger Bacon 
Miami. Xavier came right back to High School and graduated in 
get on the scoreboard as the . 1954. He served two years with the 
Muskies ground attack moved army before he enrolled at Xavier 
them to the Miami 28. Hambrook where he earned a B.S. degree in 
took a screen pass from there Business Administration and a 
thrown by O'Connell and . forced Masters degree in Education. 
his way in for the score. Bob H~ then joined the coaching staff 
Pickard ran for. the extra points of Moeller High School where he 
and the half ended Miami 16, served as assistant coach under 
Xavier8. Jim Puthoff before coming Head 
The Redskins opened up the Coach at Moeller in 1965. . 
second half with Showkier and Under his direction Moeller 
Hitchins doing most of the won 70 games while losing 
running. The -Muskie defense only 34 in five seasons. Last 
couldn't stop them ali they · season Doerger led th~ team to 
marched down to the two yard line a 21-3 season, winning the 
where Zimmerman plowed in for Greater Cincinnati League and 
the TD, the kick made it 23-8. . District AA titles. His 1969-70 
Miami got the ball back on a team earned state rating and 
fu~ble at the Xav~er 40, but this climbed as high as 11th in the 
time the Muskies held on the nine polls. 
yard line. From the 13, Bob Pickard "Coaching at Xavier is a good 
took a Dwight Allen handoff and opportunity after nine years of 
brought the Muskies back as he high school coaching." said 
raced 72 yards tO the Miami 15. Doerger. "I'm certainly looking 
Tim Cotton took care of the rest by forward to a good year. Our 
racing to the four, and them taking schedule is a tough one but the 
it over two plays later. Cotten dove team is looking . good so far.· 
for the PAT and Xavier was ·back They've got good spirit, good 
in the game, down only 23-16. morale." 
. ' . '' : .
